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\noindent
[\textbfc{You may use one side of an 8.5 $\times$ 11 inch sheet of paper.}] 
Show all of your work clearly in the space provided.% or on the additional
%page at the end of the exam.  If the additional page is used,
%clearly identify to which exam question it is related.  
Be sure to
\textbfc{read each problem carefully}.  You should answer all 4 questions.
%and you may wish to answer the bonus question if you have time. 
Note that the exam is double sided.

\v\noindent
%\textbfc{1.} (10 points)
%What is the difference between a deep copy and a shallow copy?
%
%\ifx\ansFlag\undefined
%\else
%  \ANS
%  \begin{quote}
%  \end{quote}
%\fi
%
%\vfill
%
%\noindent
%\textbfc{2.} (15 points)
%In order to draw points, it is necessary to get the coordinates from the
%\codec{QMouseEvent}.  However, a \codec{QEvent*} is passed into the function.
%Describe the steps you used to get the coordinate values from the 
%\codec{QEvent*}.
%
%\ifx\ansFlag\undefined
%\else
%  \ANS
%  \begin{quote}
%  It was necessary to create a \codec{QMouseEvent*} that pointed to the
%  same thing as the \codec{QEvent*}.  This was done by doing a dynamic
%  cast.  It was then possible to call the \codec{X()} and \codec{Y()}
%  member functions from the \codec{QMouseEvent} class.
%  \end{quote}
%\fi
%
%\vfill
%
%\newpage \noindent
\textbfc{1.}
\textbfc{(a)} (15 points)
Suppose a line is drawn at a 45 degree angle.  What brightness values
should be given to the adjacent pixels in order to make the line appear
to possess the same thickness as a horizontal line at full brightness?
(Brightness values of pixels A and B in the figure)  Be sure to explain
your reasoning.

\ifx\ansFlag\undefined
\else
  \ANS
  \begin{blist}
  \end{blist}
\fi

\vfill

\textbfc{(b)} (15 points)
Suppose a line is drawn at a 20 degree angle.  What brightness values
should be given to the adjacent pixels in order to make the line appear
to possess the same thickness as a horizontal line at full brightness?
Be sure to explain your reasoning.

\ifx\ansFlag\undefined
\else
  \ANS
  \begin{blist}
  \end{blist}
\fi

\vfill

\newpage \noindent
\textbfc{2.} (20 points)
Describe how the midpoint circle algorithm works.
Indicate the key concepts that make it efficient.

\ifx\ansFlag\undefined
\else
  \ANS
  \begin{quote}
  \end{quote}
\fi

\newpage
\noindent
\textbfc{3.} (20 points)
Define a transformation matrix that will mirror the image about the following
line: $x = 3y + 2$.  Be sure to show all of your work.

\ifx\ansFlag\undefined
\else
  \ANS
  \begin{quote}
%\[ \vec{\bf T} = \left[ \begin{array}{ccc}
%    \cos (30) & -\sin (30) & 0 \\
%        0     &      1     & 3 \\
%        0     &      0     & 1 \\
%\end{array} \right] \]
  \end{quote}
\fi

\newpage
\noindent
\textbfc{4.} (30 points)
Assume that the following function:
\begin{lstlisting}{}
  virtual bool isEqual(shape* ptr) const;
\end{lstlisting}
has been added to the \keyc{public} portion of the \codec{shape} classes
header file and has been appropriately overridden in the derived classes.
Implement the equality operator for your \codec{image} class.  (Just write
the part that would appear in \codec{image.cpp}.)

\ifx\ansFlag\undefined
\else
  \ANS
\begin{lstlisting}{}
bool image::operator==(const image& rhs) const
{
  bool retVal = true;
  if(container.size()!=rhs.container.size()) {
    retVal = false;
  } else {
    T::const_iterator litr = container.begin();
    T::const_iterator ritr = rhs.container.begin();
    for(unsigned int i=0; i<container.size(); ++i, ++litr, ++ritr) {
      if(!(*litr)->isEqual(*ritr)) {
        retVal = false;
      }
    }
  }
  return retVal;
}
\end{lstlisting}
\fi

%\newpage \noindent
%Additional work area for any problem.  Clearly identify to which
%problem the work on this page is related.
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